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DIVERGENT SERIES AND SINGULAR POINTS OF
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS*

BY

GEORGE.D. BIRKHOFF AND FREDERIC R. BAMFORTHt

Introduction

The analytic form of the solutions of the system of differential equations

dxi dxn

Xi(xX,   ■  ■  ■   ,   Xn) Xn(Xi,   ■  ■  ■   ,   Xn)

in a neighborhood of the point xi = ■ ■ = xn = 0, in which all the functions

Xi are supposed to be analytic, -X\(0, -, 0) being zero for i = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,

n, has been the subject of much study. This is justified by the applications

which can be made of this form to various theories in analysis and in

dynamics. DulacJ has simplified the problem in many cases by reducing

the equations (1) to simple reduced forms of which the integration can be

made without difficulty. The integration of these reduced equations then

furnishes the solution of the system (1) either in terms of a parameter or

in the form of a system of integrals.

Let »t.- be the roots of the so-called characteristic equation which, when

written in determinant form, is

dX{
-mhij — 0,
dXj Xf-^Xn=0

where 5<, = 0 if ijtj and 1 if i=j, and let Li represent the linear terms of X„

i = \, 2, ■ •■ , n, when these functions are expanded according to powers

oí Xi, ■ •■ , xn. Three conditions which have played an important rôle in

the study of the system (1) may now be written as follows: (i) if the num-

bers m i are represented on a complex plane, there exists a straight line pass-

ing through the origin which is such that all the points i»< are on the same

side of it; (ii) there exists a linear change of variables Xj = Xj(yh ■ ■ ■ , y„)

such that the system of differential equations

dxi

~dl = Li
* Presented to the Society, March 29,1929; received by the editors May 15,1929.

t National Research Fellow.

X Two papers to which reference will be made in the text are the following: I: H. Dulac,

Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 40 (1912), p. 324 et seq.; II: G. D. Birkhoff,

Berlin Sitzungsberichte, 1929, pp. 171-183.
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is equivalent to the system

dyi
— = rriiyt ;
dr

(hi) there exists among the numbers wi< no relationship of the form

(2) mi = pitni + • • • + pnmn,

pj being positive integers whose sum is greater than 1. We shall refer to these

conditions frequently.

On introducing a parameter / it is seen that the system (1) can be re-

duced to the system

dxi
(3) —- = Xi(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn) (i= 1,2, ■■ • , »).

at

The following lemma can be readily proved* by the aid of a theorem of

Poincaré's and is already in the literature:

Lemma A. When the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are fulfilled, the system of

differential equations (3) is equivalent in a neighborhood of Xi= ■ ■ ■ =xn = 0

to the system

dzi
(4) — = titiZi (i = 1,2, •••,«),

at

by means of a one-to-one analytic transformation of the form

(5) Zi = <t>i(xi, ■ ■ ■ , x„) (i = 1,2, ■ • • , n),

which leaves the point xi=x2= ■ ■ • = #„=0 invariant.

That this transformation is analytic is due to the fact that the formal

power series solutions of the partial differential equations

d<t>i d<f>i
(6) —Xi+ ■ ■ ■ +—Xn = mi<t>i (»-1,    ••,»)

dxi                        dxn

converge for ¡Xi \ <r, r>0. But when the w¿ satisfy the conditions (ii) and

(iii) and not the condition (i) in the case of real variables, the power series

solutions of the equations (6) may diverge. Nevertheless, as has been con-

jectured,! even though these series diverge there may exist transformations

playing the same rôle in which the functions <£,• are of class C°° in a neighbor-

hood of the origin and are analytic at every point of this neighborhood except

* I, p. 328.

f See II.
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possibly those which lie on certain manifolds of dimensions less than n.

The existence of such a transformation has been proved* for the outstanding

case « = 2 irr which mi is greater than zero, and nh is less than zero. In the

present paper an analogous transformation is obtained for the case n = 3 in

which the »»< are real and not all of one sign. It seems likely that the

remaining important case » = 3 not yet treated, in which nh and m3 are con-

jugate imaginarles with real part of opposite sign to mh will offer essentially

no new difficulties.

The case n = 3 here treated differs essentially from the case « = 2 in that

for the former it is necessary to define two so-called invariant surfaces. The

cases for »>3 seem to offer further difficulties. These will be discussed more

fully in another paper.

Since in Section I we shall make use of another lemma which is already

in the literature, t we shall quote it here in a restricted form as

Lemma B. When the right hand sides of the differential equations (3)

have the form w,x<+X2<, i = \, 2, ■ • ■ , n, where X2i have no terms of degree

less than two, mi, • • ■ , mp are greater than zero, mv+i, ■ ■ • , mn are less than

zero, and the condition (iii) is satisfied, there exists a transformation of the

form
Vi = Xi + fi(Xp+l,  ■ ■ ■  ,  Xn) (* - 1, • • • , p),

y i = x, (j = p + 1, • •• , »),

in which the functions /¿ are analytic in their variables in a neighborhood

of Xp+i= ■ ■ ■ =£„ = 0, which reduces the differential equations (3) to ones of

the same type in yk with the additional property that the function on the right

hand side of any ith equation vanishes when yi= ■ ■ ■ =yp=0.

I. Preliminary analytic normalization

Consider the system of differential equations

dxi
(7) —-=■ Xi(xi,xîtx3) (i = 1,2,3),

at

in which the X,- are real power series in the Xj, have no constant terms, and

converge for |*,-| gri where fi>0. The coefficients in the X< are constants

and not functions of the parameter t. Let mi, nh and m3 be the roots of the

determinant equation

\dXi
-moa
dXj

= 0.
z,= z.**z.=0

^Loc. cit. II.
11, p. 359 et seq.
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It will be assumed that wii and rm are greater than zero, m3 is less than zero,

and that the conditions (ii) and (iii) mentioned in the Introduction are

satisfied.

The object of this paper is to show that the system of differential equa-

tions (7) is equivalent to the system

dz?
(8) — = tmz? (¿=1,2,3),

at

by means of a one-to-one transformation of the type

(9) z,* = <f>i(xi, xt,x3)

where the functions on the right involve the displayed arguments only, are

zero at the origin, xi=x2=x3 = 0, are continuous together with all their

partial derivatives within a certain neighborhood of the origin, are analytic

at any point of this neighborhood which does not lie on any one of a certain

set of three surfaces which pass through the origin, and have certain further

analyticity properties. If m3 were positive instead of negative and the con-

ditions (ii) and (iii) were still satisfied, then the transformation (9) might be

chosen analytic in a neighborhood of the origin as Lemma A shows. However,

when m3 is negative, a transformation of the type just mentioned is the closest

approach to an analytic transformation which we have discovered that will

reduce the equations (7) to the equations (8). The equivalence of these two

systems will only be shown to exist for a certain small neighborhood of the

origin.

By an "invariant surface" will be meant a surface in the space of the de-

pendent variables which is made up of integral curves of the differential

equations (7) and contains the origin as an interior point; by an "invariant

curve" will be meant an integral curve of (7) which passes through the

origin. Now the classical theory of the system of differential equations (7)

tells us that there exists an analytic invariant surface which contains two

analytic invariant curves, and that there exists a third analytic invariant

curve which does not lie in this surface. The first sequence of transformations

which will be used will reduce the equations (7) to a special form in which

these three analytic invariant curves are the three axes in the space of the

dependent variables and the analytic invariant surface is one of the co-

ordinate planes.

On account of the assumption that the condition (ii) is satisfied, we may

assume that the right hand members of the differential equations (7) have

the forms

(10) Xi = triiXi + X2i(xi,x2,x3) (i = 1,2,3),
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in which the X2i have no terms of less than the second degree in their argu-

ments when they are expanded as power series about the origin.

Now let us examine the differential equations (7) whose right hand mem-

bers have the forms given in (10) in the light of Lemmas A and B of the

Introduction. Since we may perform the two analytic transformations which

Lemma B assures us exist, the first being obtained when we consider nti, m2

as the mi, ■ ■ ■ , mp of the lemma, and the second when we change / to — /

and consider m3 as the mh ■ • ■ ,mp of the lemma, we may assume that the

X2i of (10) have the property that

(11) X21(0,0,z3) = X22(0,0,*3) = X„(xuXt,Q) = 0.

The performing of these transformations moves the third analytic invariant

curve and the analytic invariant surface, which have been mentioned before,

into the #1 = 3:2 = 0 axis and the x3 = Q plane, respectively.

We wish now to move the two analytic invariant curves in the x3 = 0

plane into the coordinate axes of that plane as well as make further simpli-

fications. Since we wish to work in the x3 = 0 plane, let us set x3 = 0 which

is seen to satisfy the third differential equation of (7) on account of the

equations (11). The other two equations of (7) then take the form

dxi dx2
-= miXi + X2i(xi,x2,0),   -= m2Xi + X22(xi,x2,0).
dt dt

In as much as these equations satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma A, and we

may perform the transformation which that lemma says exists, we may

assume that

X2i(a;i,Z2,0) = X22(xi,x2,0) = 0

which implies that the analytic invariant curves in the x3 = 0 plane are the

coordinate axes.

Since, on account of the equations (11), which are still true after the

transformation just mentioned has been performed, #i = 0, x2 = 0 satisfies

the first two equations of (7), we may assume that X23(0, 0, x3) =0, because

if it were not so we could make use of an analytic transformation of the

form

yi = xi,  y2 = x2,  y3 = x3 + f(x3),

whose existence is assured by Lemma A, to make F23 (0, 0, y3) =0.
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As a result of this discussion we may state that without loss of generality,

the differential equations (7) may be assumed to have the form

dxi
—— = xi(mi + xtPi) + XiXsQi,
dt

dx-t
(12) —- = x2(m2 + x3P2) + xix&t,

dt

dx3
—- = x3(m3 + XiP3 + XiPi),
dt

where the Pi and Qi are analytic functions of their arguments x¡ in a neighbor-

hood of the origin, for \xi\^r, r>0, i = 1, 2, 3, Qi is a function of x2 and x3

only, and Q2 is a function of xx and x3 only.

II. Convergence properties of formal series

Let us recall that the aim of the present paper is to find three functions

<f>i(xi, x2, x3) such that, when the Xj are replaced by an arbitrary solution

Xj(t) of the differential equations (12), z*=4n[xi(t), Xi(i), x3(t)] satisfy the

differential equations (8). Since all three of these functions can be found

in exactly the same way we shall confine our attention for the present to

0i.   Evidently fa must be a solution of the partial differential equation

d<j>i d<f>i
-[xi(tni + x3Pi) + *2*3öi] H-[x2(m2 + x3P2) + Xix3Q2]
dxi dx2

(13)

+ —[x3(m3 + *iP3 + x2P4)] = niifa.
dx3

Equation (13) has a formal power series solution whose only linear term

is axi, where a is an arbitrary constant. This power series solution is unique

if the coefficient of Xi is chosen as 1. Let us assume that this has been done.

Furthermore, every other term has a factor Xix3 or x2x3 as is readily seen by

alternately setting xx = x2 = 0 and x3 = 0 in (13) and solving for fa. Let this

formal series be

.      . Omnp
(14) <¡>i ~ xi + • • • H-—— Ximx2nXi* + • • • ,

m\n\p\

which obviously can be written in either of the forms

(15) 4>i~ eto(xi,x2) + ai(zi,:ic2)a;3 + • • ■ + ap(xi,x2)x31' + • • • ,

or
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(16) tf>i ~ aoo(x3) + otio(x3)xi + • • • + amn(*3)*im*2n + • • • .

We shall now prove

Lemma 1. The series ap of (15) and the series am„ of (16) all converge

for ]a;i |, |*21 <r and for \x3 \ <r respectively.

Substitute the series (15) into the equation (13) and equate the coefficients

of like powers of *3. Evidently a0 = *i, and «i satisfies the equation

dai dcti
(17) -Xitni H-#2í»2 + ai(m3 — mi + xxP3o + xtPM) = $i,

dxi dx2

where P<o=Pi(*i, x2, 0) and $i is linear in a0 with coefficients which are an-

alytic in Xi, x2 for |*i |, |*21 ̂ r, and are zero for *i=*2 = 0.

Set

(18) «i = ßo(x2) +-h ß.(x2)xi' H-,

where the /?,■ are formal power series in *2. Then ßa formally satisfies an equa-

tion of the form

dßo
-x2m2 + ß0(m3 - mi + x2Pioo) = $io,
0*2

where P40o and 4>i0 are analytic in *2 for |*21 gr. On account of the condition

(iii) of the Introduction being satisfied, it readily follows that ß0 is analytic!

in *2 for |*21 a*". In a similar manner it can be shown that all the ßi are

analytic in x2 for |*2|^r, and if cti be arranged according to ascending

powers of *2 it can be shown in the same manner that the coefficients are

analytic in *i for |*i | gr.

Now define
B, = ß0 + ßixi +-h ß.-ixi'-1

and 7i=ai — B¡. Evidently 71 has a factor *i*, and hence, writing7! =*i*£i,

we see that £i will satisfy an equation of the form

ô|i 3|i
-*imi H-*2»*2 + £i(m3 -«i + smx + xxP3o + x2Pw) = $n,
dxi dx2

where 4>u is analytic in xh x2 for |*x |, |*21 gr. Let í be large enough so that

m3+mi(s — 1) is positive and define w4 as equal to this quantity. Let m be

a number that is greater than zero and less than the smallest of mi, rrh

and jw4.   Then

_ | pmi + qm2 + mi\ > m(p + q + 1)

t Cf. II, pp. 177-178.
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for any pair of positive integers p, q.   Choose M >0 and such that *iP3o

and XiPto are dominated by

(19)
M

O-tH-t)
M,

and <i>u is dominated by the first term of (19) only.   Then the power series

£i is dominated by the power series solution of

/     df df\
ml xi-h x2-J

\    dxx dx2/
f

(20)

m +

+

M

O-7X-7)
- M

M

O-7X-7)
On account of the symmetry in (20) with respect to Xi and x% the power

series solution of (20) converges for |*i |, \x2 \ <R, where R is the radius of

convergence of the power series solution of the differential equation

dF
mxi-= F

dx\
m +

M -1 M
-M    4-

O-7)"     J   (-7)
From this it follows that R = r. Hence «i is analytic in X\, x2 for |*i |, \x2 \ <r.

The proof of the lemma for the other «< follows readily by induction

since every on satisfies an equation of the form (17) where ax is replaced

by ait m3 by im3, and $1 by <i>i, where i>< is a polynomial in cto, • ■ ■ , a<_i,

with coefficients which are analytic in Xi, x2 for |*i |, |*21 =r.

The am„ can be proved to be analytic in the same way that the ßt of

(18) are proved analytic.  This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Similarly, we may prove that when the series corresponding to 02 and

(b3 are arranged as power series in x3 the coefficients are analytic in Xi, x%

for |*i I, |x21 <r, and when arranged as power series in Xi, x2 the coefficients

are analytic in x3 for \x3 \ <r. The only linear term in <¡>2 is the one involving

x2, and every other term contains as a factor 3:1*3 or x2x3. The coefficient of

the linear term is arbitrary and when it is chosen as 1 the series for <j>2 is

unique. Let us suppose that this choice has been made. The series for

03 has properties similar to those of </>i and 02 with the additional one that

x3 is a factor of every term in the series.   We shall choose the coefficient of
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the linear term as 1 and this choice uniquely determines all the others.

If the formal series for <p{, ¿ = 1, 2, or 3, should converge for |*<|<r0,

r0>0, ¿ = 1, 2, 3, it can evidently be used to reduce the ¿th differential equa-

tion of (12) immediately to the normal form dz*/dt = m^*.

Even though the series for the <f>i should diverge, it will be found that

they can be "fitted" by functions of claás C°° in a manner described in

Lemma 2. Let the formal series

s(*i,*2,*s) = 2^    , , ,*r*2n*3p,

in which all the amnp are real, have the property that when it is arranged as a

power series in *3, i.e.,

(21) S = a0(*i,*j) + ai(*i,*2)*3 + ■ • ■ + ap(xi,x2)xf/pl + ■ • • ,

the ap are analytic in the complex variables *i, x2for |*i |, |*21 ̂ r, r>0, and

when it is arranged as a power series in *i, Xt, i.e.,

(22) 5 = aoo(*3) + «io(*3)*i H-+ amn(x3)ximx2'/(m\n\) + ■ • • ,

the amn are analytic in the complex variable x3 for \x31 gr. Then there exists

a real function F(xx, x2, x3) of the real variables Xi, x2, x3 which is continuous to-

gether with all its partial derivatives for |*i|, |*2|, |*3|^r, ¿s analytic for

*i^0, x2¿¿Q, x3t^0, satisfies the equations

d»F\Qm+np

(23)   -
dximdx2n

= amn(*3).
dx3*

= ap(xi,x2) (m,n,p = 0,1, • • •),
i,—0

and has the property that it and all its partial derivatives are analytic in *<

and Xjfor |*< |, |*,-1 ̂r, Xi^Q, Xj^O, ** = 0, i^j, i^kjj^k, and are analytic

inxifor |*,-1 ̂r, *,• = ** = 0, i,j, k = \,2, 3.

Consider the series \

Eu-fnni)
———X?X2'X?(\   -   e-l/Bmnp),

m,n,p~om\n\p\

where ¿ = 1 if m^n, ¿ = 2 if m<n, ¿>mnp = l + \amnp\, Bmnp = bnnpx32x?. At

first we shall consider this series only in the six-dimensional complex

region defined by

(25) | x¡\ ^ r,     | arg x,\ = 6,    0 < 6 < w/8 (j = 1,2,3).

In this region   |arg *32*,* | does not exceed 7r/2, so that the exponential

t Cf. II, p. 173.
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terms e~llB""p in the series have exponents — l/5mnp with negative real

parts, and so are less than one in absolute value.

Moreover, we find for 12?ronp | ¡£ 1,

1 1
amnp(i — e-llB"np) | = | amnp \ ■

&mnp ¿ --Dffinp

+

ú\omnp\ -(e- \)/\Bmnp\ Ú 2/[\ x3\2\ Xi\2).

But if, on the contrary, \Bmnp | < 1, then, by the definition of Bmnp, \aw— Iinp | =

1/[|*3|2 |*<|2]- Since the quantity in the parentheses in the preceding

inequality is obviously less than two in absolute value, we conclude that the

inequality holds in this case too and so without restriction on 5mnp. Thus

the given series is dominated by the series

*i     M x*    '   *3 P-2

00 O

(26) £     ——
m,n.p-o mlnlpl

where

mi = m — 2 il m ^ n and m if m < n,

nx — n — 2 ii m < n and n if m è ».

But it follows from the hypotheses concerning the ap that that part of the

series (24) for which /> = 3 converges uniformly in the region (25); and it

follows from the hypotheses concerning the amn that that part of the series

(24) which gives rise to a negative Wi or to a negative »i converges uniformly

in the same region. Hence the series (24) converges uniformly in the region

(25), and an examination of this series will readily show that it is analytic

except for Xi = 0, x2 = 0, or for x3 = 0, and that

F(xi,x2,0) = ao,     ^(0,0,^) = aoo-

In a similar manner, all the series obtained from F by partial differentia-

tion can be shown to have the same properties of analyticity and con-

tinuity as has F in the region defined by (25). This is on account of the

fact that theaj, of (21) and theamn of (22) are analytic for |#i |, \x21, |*31 =r

and that for a finite number of differentiations of (24) only a finite number

of negative powers of Xi and of x2 are introduced into the dominating series

which correspond to these derivative series in the same way that the series

(26) does to F. We shall consider only dF/dx3,

dF °° amn
-=      2~2     -~-xrxfxjT^l — e-llB™<>)
dx3      m,n,p-i-omln\(p — 1)!

" amnp (- 2e~1'B»»A
+    lu ,   ,   , XimX2nX3p I-J

m,n,p-o m\n\p\ \     Bmnpx3  /
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The first of these series is evidently dominated by

2 | *i|m'| *2|n'| *3|p_3

z
m,n,p-i-o m\n\(p — 1)!

and the second by

z
2 I *i I m> I*2   "M  *3 P-3

m,n,p=o m\n\p\

From the remarks made above concerning ap and amn, etc., it readily follows

that dF/.dx3 has the same properties of continuity and analyticity as has F

itself. Furthermore,
dF

dx3
= «i-

z,—0

F(xi, *2, *3) is thus a real function in the octant *i^0, *2^0, *3^0,

continuous together with all its partial derivatives in this octant, analytic

for *i>0, *2>0, *3>0, and satisfies the equations (23). Similarly F is seen

to have the same properties in each of the other octants and the eight

functions thus defined evidently unite to form a function F(*i, *2, *3) defined

by the series (24) and having the properties stated in the lemma down to

and including those relative to the equations (23). To prove the last state-

ments made in the lemma concerning the function F and its partial deriva-

atives we need merely use dominating series in a manner wholly analogous

to that in which they were used above.

III. Final analytic normalization

The problem in hand is more readily discussed if the functions Qi and

Q2 appearing in the differential equations (12) have the factors *2*3 and *i*3,

respectively. We shall now show that the assumption that such is the case

can be made without the introduction of any further hypotheses than have

already been made.   To this end let us consider the transformation

(28) y{ = Si(xi,x2,x3) (i = 1,2,3),

where the series s<(#i, *2, *3) consist of all the terms of the formal series for

<¡>i, ¿ = 1, 2, 3, respectively, involving ximx2", m+n = 0, 1, ■ • • , X+l, all the

terms involving x3p, p = 0, 1, • • • , X+l, and no others. For the present X

will be considered as any integer greater than 1 but will be determined in a

later section as depending on the m(. The properties of convergence of the

coefficients of the formal series for the <pi when these series are arranged ac-

cording to powers of *3 or according to powers of *i and *2 imply that the

series s,- converge for |*3-1 <r.
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From the definition of the 5,- it follows that

dsi dsi
-[xi(mi + *3Pi) + *2*3ÇiJ 4-[x2(m2 + x3P2) + siZüQüJ
dxi dx2

dsi
4-x3(m3 + *iP3 + XiPt)- miSi

define functions Ri(xu *2, *3) which have no terms of degree less than

X+2 in *3 and less than A+2 in *i and *2 together. Since the only linear term

in Si is Xi, *—1, 2, 3, respectively, when we solve (28) for xt — Uiyi, y2, y3)

the only linear term in í¡ is yt, i = l, 2, 3, respectively. Hence the Rf when

expressed as functions of y¡ have no terms of degree less than X+2 in y3

and less than X+2 in yi and y2 together. Thus, when *¿ are replaced by an

arbitrary solution *<(i) of (12), the corresponding y,- satisfy the system of

differential equations

(29) ^ = miyi + Ri (¿ = 1,2,3),
at

where the arguments of the Ri are the y,-. But every term in the formal

series for fa, except the linear term, contains *i*3 or *2*3 as a factor, and

corresponding statements are true concerning the formal series for the fa

and fa. This implies that when *3 = 0, then y3 = 0, *i = yx and *2 = y2, and when

*i=*2 = 0, then yi=y2 = 0 and *3=y8. Thus the transformation (28) will

preserve the form of the differential equations (12) and hence the form of

the system (29) is the same as that of the system (12) when the * are replaced

by the yit i = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, on account of the properties of the Ri we

see that the new Qi will have y2xy3x as a factor and the new Q2 will have yfy3x

as a factor. Hence we are not losing in generality when we assume that the

differential equations under discussion have the form

dxi
—— = Ii(«i + *3Pi) + x22x32Qx,
dt

dx2
(30) —- = *2(w2 + x3P2) + *iWÖ2,

dt

dx3
— = x3{m3 + *iP3 + x2Pi),
dt

where the Pi and Qi are analytic in *,• for |*3|gr, r>0,j = l, 2, 3, Qx is a

function of *2 and *3 only, and Q2 is a function of xx and x3 only. Further-

more, every Pi has *3X+1 as a factor, and when expanded as a power series in
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*i and x2 contains no term of degree less than X + l in *i and *2 together;

Qi contains *2X*3X as a factor, and Q2 contains *ix*3x as a factor. These facts

will be used in the next section. The partial differential equation (13) and

the corresponding ones in <p2 and <j>3 will now be replaced by the system

d<t>i r -.       dq>i
-[xi(mi + *3-Pi) + *22*32QiJ H-[x2(m2 + x3P2) + *i2*32Ö2j
dxi ö*2

<3I)

H-[x3(m3 + XiP3 + x2P4)\ = rriifpi (i = 1,2,3).
dx3

IV. Construction of auxiliary invariant surfaces

It happens that if Qi = Q2 = 0 we can fairly readily obtain solutions of

this system (31) of class C°° in a neighborhood of the origin, and thus solve

our problem.    Hence we shall try to find a transformation of the form

(32) *,■ = Xi(yi,y2,y3) (i = 1,2,3),

which will reduce this system of partial differential equations to an equivalent

system in which the coefficient of ô0,/ôy, has y, as a factor, ¿, j = l, 2, 3.

Evidently we may choose x3 = y3 as the last equation in this transformation.

Now if the system of partial differential equations when expressed in terms

of the y j have this additional property, the transformation (32) will take the

integral curves of the system of differential equations (30) into the integral

curves of a system of differential equations of the form

-y-=yi(mi+Ti) (i =1,2,3).
dt

Hence our search for such a transformation (32) is connected with the

search for two invariant surfaces of the system of differential equations (30)

other than the known one *3 = 0.  In this connection we shall prove

Theorem 1. There exists a function fi(x2, *3) which is of class C°° in a

neighborhood o/*2=*3 = 0, is analytic in x2, x3for *2?£0, x3¿¿0, is, together with

all its partial derivatives, analytic in either variable when the other variable is

zero, and is such that

Xi = x22x32fi(x2,x3)

is an invariant surface. There also exists another function gi(xi, x3) with

properties analogous to those of fi(x2, *3) such that

X2 =  X!2X32gi(Xi,X3)

is another invariant surface.
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Since the method to be used for the determination of one of these in-

variant surfaces can be used for the determination of the other, we shall

confine our attention to that surface which will be transformed into the

yi = 0 plane.  To this end consider the transformation

(33) yx = xx — x22x32fx(x2,x3),    y2 = x2,    y3 = x3,

where the function fx is to be so determined that when the *¿ are replaced

by an arbitrary solution *<(i) of (30) the yx(t) so defined will satisfy a differ-

ential equation of the form

(34) ^ = yi(mi + Ti),
dt

in which Tx is a function of the y i of class C°° and Tx (0,0,0) =0. On differ-

entiating the first equation of (33) with respect to t, replacing the derivatives

dxi/dt by their values given in the equations (30) and xx by its value given

in (33), and noting that >>i = 0 is to be a solution of the resulting differential

equation on account of the required form (34), we obtain the result that

fi(x2, x3) is a solution of the partial differential equation

dfi dfi
-x2(m2 + x3Ri) 4-x3(m3 + x2R2)

(35) dx2 dx3

= fi(mt - 2x2R2 + x3R3) + Qi

in which

nii = mi — 2m2 — 2m3,     Ri = P2 + x2zx3bfx2Q2,

Ri = x2x32fxP3 + Pt,        R3 = PX-2RX,

where the P< and the Q2 are the same functions of x22xifx, *2, *3 as they were

of *i, *2, *3 in (30). From the fact that every P< has *3X+1 as a factor and when

expanded as a power series in xx and x2 contains no term of degree less than

X +1 in *i and x2 together, and from the form of the Ri it follows that every

Ri has *2X+1*3X+1 as a factor. If/i(*2, *3) is any solution of the equation (35)

which is of class C°° in a neighborhood of the origin, the function yi so defined

by the first equation in (33) will satisfy an equation of the form (34) when

the Xi are replaced by an arbitrary solution *<(i) of the differential equations

(30). This fact is an immediate consequence of the manner in which the

partial differential equation (35) has been derived.

We shall now prove
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Lemma 3. There exists a solution /i(*2, *3) of the partial differential equa-

tion (35) which is of class C°° in a neighborhood of the origin *2=*3 = 0 and

is analytic at any interior point of this neighborhood for which *2t^0, *35^0.

Furthermore, this solution and all its partial derivatives are analytic in either

variable in a neighborhood of *< = 0, ¿ = 2 or 3 as the case may be, when the

other variable is zero.

From what has gone before, Theorem 1 will be obvious when Lemma 3

has been proved.

The first thing to be observed is that there exists a unique formal power

series solution of the partial differential equation (35) which may be written

in any one of the three forms

Dim

/l ~ «00 +  ■ • ■ H-— * "* " +     ' *
mini

(36)                           = a0(x2) + ■ ■ ■ + am(x2)x3m+ ■ ■ ■

= |8o(*i) H-+ ßn(x3)x2" + • • • .

Since every R{ and Qi has *2X*3X as a factor, this formal series for /i also has

*2X*3X as a factor. If this series does not diverge for every pair of values

*2?i0, *37^0, our lemma is obviously proved, so that we shall confine our

attention in the following discussion to the contrary case. By making use

of the methods employed in the proof of Lemma 1 it can be shown that all

the am(x2) are analytic in x2 for |*21 <r and that all the /3„(*3) are analytic

in *3 for |*31 <r. This follows from the fact that wherever/i appears in P,-

or in Q2 it is multiplied by x22x}. Now define a function g(x2, x3) which

corresponds to the formal series for /i in the same way that the function

F corresponds to the series 5 in Lemma 2, it being supposed for this applica-

tion of this lemma that no *i appears in the series S and that that part of the

function F which is independent of *2 is replaced by the corresponding

analytic series which is a part of S. On making the transformation /i =f+g

we see that/i satisfies the differential equation (35) if and only if / is a solu-

tion of the partial differential equation

df df
(37) -x2(m2 + x<iSi) -\-x3(m3 + XiS2) = f(mt + S3) + S4,

dx2 dx3

in which the Si are well defined functions of/, *2, *3, S3(0, 0, 0) being zero and

Si being independent of/. These functions are given explicitly by the follow-

ing equations (38) and have the properties that they are of class C°° in a

neighborhood of/=*2=*3 = 0, are analytic in / in a neighborhood of f=0

for *2 and *3 in a neighborhood of *2 = x3 = 0, and are analytic in x2, x3 in a
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neighborhood of *2=*3 = 0 for *2^0, x35¿0 and/in a neighborhood of/=0.

All these properties are immediately implied by the equations

Si(f,Xi,x3) = Ri(f + g,Xi,x3), S2(f,x2,x3) = R2(f+ g,x2,x3),

1 ( dg
S3(f,Xi,x3) = — 2x2R2 + x3R3-<-xtx3(Ri - Rio)

f \dx2
dg

(38) + —XiX3(R2 - Rio) - g[- 2x2(R2 - R20)
5*3

+ x3(R3 -*30)]J,

dg
S4(f,x2,x3) = Qi + g(mi — 2x2R20 + x3R30)-x2(m2+x3Rio)

dx2
dg

-*3(i«3 + x2R20),
0*8

where the arguments of the Ri are f+g, x2, x3 and Ria = Ri(0+g, x2, x3).

Evidently every 5,- has *2X*3X as a factor. This fact will be made use of later

on. From the definition of g(x2, x3) it follows that every partial derivative

of S4 is zero when either *2 or *3 is zero. Hence for every pair of positive

integers p, q a function Spq can be defined which has the same properties

of continuity and analyticity that S4 itself has and satisfies the equation

(39) St = x2"x3"Spt.

In other words, St admits of the factor *2P*3« for arbitrary p and q. This

fact can readily be established by taking the factors *2 and x3 out of

St one at a time, e.g., for a^O the function Sí/xí has all the properties of

continuity and of analyticity that Si itself has. The limits as *2—>0 of

Si/x2 and all its partial derivatives exist and are zero. Hence Si/x2 defines Si0.

Now let us consider the system of ordinary differential equations

df
— =f(mi + S3)+Si,
dt

dxi
(40) —-= x2(mi+X3Si),

dt

dx3
—— = x3(m3 + XiS2).
dt

If we can determine a surface/=/(*2, *3) in the/, x2, x3 space which is made

up of integral curves of the system of ordinary differential equations (40),

such that f(x2, x3) is of class C°° in a neighborhood of *2=*3 = 0, and is analytic

at any interior point of this neighborhood for which *2^0, x35¿0, the func-
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tion /(*2, *3) so defined will be a solution of the partial differential equation

(37) and will define by means of the equation /i =f+g a function /i(*2, x3)

which will be a solution of the partial differential equation (35). Thus if we

can find such an f(x2, x3) our lemma will be proved.

Suppose for the sake of definiteness that #t4 is greater than zero. We

shall limit ourselves to a closed region R about /=*2=*3 = 0 in which

|*, | <1, ¿ = 2, 3, mi+S3 and m2+x3Si are greater than zero, and ms+x^Si

is less than zero. We shall suppose that R is further limited so that for

(/, *2, x3) any point in this region the functions Si are analytic in /, of class

C°° in *2, *3, and are analytic in x2, x3 if *2^0, *3^0. That this is possible

follows from the properties of the Si stated above. The following notation

will be adopted for this region R:

Mi = max (m4 + S3), M2 = max (m2 + xsSi), M3 = max (m3 + X2S2),
(41)

Ni = min (mt + S3),   N2 = min (m2 + xsSi),   N3 = min (m3 + x^Si).

Now consider the surface defined by the integral curves of the differential

equations (40) which pass through the line

(42) /=0, x2 = *3 = r,T = 0,

and suppose that t = 0 on this line. The equations of this surface may be

written as

(43) / =fo(t,T),   X2  =   X2(t,T),   *3 =   X3(t,T),

where the functions appearing on the right hand sides of these equations,

on account of the analytic properties of the Si, are analytic in their argu-

ments so long as t^O. Until further notice, it will be understood that the

discussion from now on is relative to that quadrant of R for which *2 and

*3 are positive. We wish first of all to show that there is an open region R0

of the *2, *3 space which is bounded by the axes *2 = 0, *3 = 0 and by the arc

of a circle, having its center at the origin and its radius different from zero,

and is of such a nature that, when (*2, *3) is any point in it, the last two

equations of (43) can be solved for t and t as single-valued functions of x2

and *3. For such a region these functions t = t(x2, x3) and t = t(x2, *3) will

evidently be analytic, and when they are substituted in the first equation

of (43) we shall have/=/(*•>, *3) where f(x2, x3) is an analytic function of

its arguments for (*2, *3) in Ro.

To this end let us find how the t of any point of the surface (43) depends

on the corresponding r. From the second equation of (40) we evidently have

log *2 — log ?" =  I    (ni2 + x^^dt.
Ja
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Since *2<1 on account of the hypotheses concerning the region R, for

t^O we may write —logr = A72i where N2 is defined in (41). A corresponding

inequality exists for t^O, i.e., — logT = Af3i, so that we know that

(44) |/| = «|logr| ,

where n is the greater of \/N2 and — 1/M3.

Now for T5¿0, and (/, x2, x3) in R, the partial derivatives df/dr, dx2/dr,

and dx3/dr satisfy the equations of variation

d    âf      df dx2 3*3
-= —(mt + a>ru) + ——uTXi 4-uTX3,
dt   dr        dr dr dr

d   o*2      o/ dx2 0*3
(45) -= —o>T2x 4-(m2 + uT22) -\-uT33,

dt   dr       dr or dr

d   o*3      df o*2 0*3
-= —«r3i 4-uT32 4-(m3 + uT33),
dt   dr       dr dr dr

where a>=*2x_1*3x_1 and the Ta, since every Si has *2X*3X as a factor, are de-

fined by the equations

WTXX = S3+fdS3/df, coTx2 = fdS3/dx2 + dSt/dx2,  uTx3 =fdS3/dx3 + dSi/dx3,

uTn = x2x3dSx/df,     oiTii == XiSi + x2x3dSx/dx2,  uT23 = d(x2x3Sx)/dx3,

uT3X = XiX3dSi/df,     uT32 = d(x3XiSi)/dXi, a¡T33 = X2S2 + x3x2dS2/flx3.

Now for t = 0, df/dr = 0, dx2/dr=d*3/dT = 1.   With this in mind let us set

(46) S = exp    J   (m0 + o>T22)dt   , ij = exp    J   (m3 + coT^)^    ,

M = df/dr,     v + | = dXi/dr,     w + 17 = dx3/dr.

Hence, when i = 0, y=» = w = 0. Now make use of the transformation (46)

in the equations (45) and obtain

du
— = w(wí« + o)Tn) + (v + £)û>7/i2 + (w + ^wJu,
a<

(47) — = w«rîi + »(»»s + wTn) + (w + r{)wTi3,
dt

dw
— = MtoTj! + (u + OtoTaî + w(f»3 + a>r83).
dt

Hence
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m = exp (mi + u>Tn)dt\       exp   —  I   (m4 + uiTu)dt\

■[(v + Ç)ù>Ti2 +(w + v)o>Ti3]dt,

(48)    v= £ [  r1[«wr2i + (w + v)o>T23]dt,

1» = V  f   rrr[uuT3i + (v + Ç)aT32\dt.
J o

We shall limit the discussion for the time being to that part of the first

quadrant of the *2*3 plane which corresponds to t — Q since an argument

similar to that about to be given can be made when t = 0. Define U = max \u \

for t fixed and t variable, and make corresponding definitions for V and W.

Also define the constants M a so that °o >Ma>n max |*2X-irfj-1 in R, where

n is that in (44). Since x3 decreases when t increases, we have for this region

that *3 is less than its corresponding t. From the first equation of (48) we

obtain

U = eVi'UVMii + WMn}^-1 + {¿"»'Mis + Mis}1"*-1] | log r |

(49) ^ e^.UoK'l [FMi2 + WMi3 + e'M^^\Mn + Mu]t*-i | log t |

^  T-nAf,+X-l | log T |   [VM12 +  WMl3 + T-^'M 12 + M13] ■

In a similar manner from the other two equations of (48) we obtain

V = T-'M>+*-11 log t | [ UM2i + WM23 + M23],

W á r*'«-11 log t | [UM3i + VM32 + t-'m>M32] .

For t = 0, if X were to satisfy the inequality

(51) X > 3 + n(Mi + M2- N3)

we could show that U, V and W approach zero as t—>0 and hence that the

partial derivatives dx2/dr and dx3/dr are greater than zero for t less than a

certain number which is greater than zero.

The inequality which corresponds to (51) for t$¡0 is the same as (51).

Thus it follows from the definition of n and from (51) that it would be

sufficient if X were to satisfy the inequality

(52) X > 3 + (Mi + M2 - N3)(l/N2 - l/M3).

But Mi, M2 and N3 depend to some extent on the choice of X. Let us choose

X so large that

X > 3 + L(m\ + m2 — m3)(l/n2 — l/m3)*

* X will also have to satisfy another inequality which arises from the determination of the other

invariant surface.
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where L is any positive number greater than 1, and then choose R so that

(52) holds, which evidently can be done.

But, since t < 1, the max |logr | r for the region R is when r = trl. Thus for

T<e_1 we may write the inequalities (49) and (50) as

U = r(VMi2 + WMu) + r(Mn + Mu),

(53) V = r(UMn + WM23) + rM23,

W = r(UMn + VM32) + TJkf32.

These inequalities may be written in the form

U - rMnV - rMnW = r(Mn + Mis),

- rMiiU + V - rMüäW = tM23)

- rlfsiTJ - tM32F + W = rM32.

Since the determinant of the coefficients of U, V, W in the left hand members

of these inequalities is definitely positive for r small enough and since each

of the right hand members contains t as a factor and the M<,• are constants

independent of r, we see that for r small enough U, V and W are as small as

we desire.

This argument, with exception of that part of it relative to the choice of

X, has been made for t ^ 0. A similar argument can be made for / g 0 and hence

as is seen from the equations (46), for r small enough dXi/dr and dx3/dr are

greater than zero for (f, *2, x3) in R and, as is still assumed, x2 >0 and x3 >0.

Now examine the jacobian for the last two equations of (43). In R and

for *2>0 and *3>0 we have always dx2/dt greater than zero and dx3/dt less

than zero. From these facts and those proved in the preceding paragraphs

we see that we can find an open region RQ defined by *2>0, *3>0, *¡¡2 +*i

<2r02 where t0 is a constant greater than zero but so small that the jacobian

dx2/dr      dx3/dr

dxi/dt       dx3/dt

is always less than zero. Hence for this region Rb we can always solve the

last two equations of (43) for t and r as analytic functions of *2 and x3 and

thus obtain/=/(*2, x3) as has already been described.

We wish now to show that the limits of f(x2, x3) and all its derivatives as

*2—>0 or as x3—>0 are zero. To do this let us note that proving any function

G(x2) x3) satisfies the relationship

(54) G(*2,*3) = 0(x2vx3q)
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for an arbitrary pair of positive integers p, q is equivalent to proving that

it satisfies the relationship

(55) G(x2,x3) =0(t')

for an arbitrary positive integer r. It is understood that x2 and x3 are posi-

tive and that t is the value of the parameter which corresponds to the point

(*2, *3) by means of the last two equations of (43).

First of all let us observe that the last two equations of (40) imply that

(56) t/*2 g T-nM>, t/x3 g t'n>.

Now consider that part of the quadrant in the *2*3 plane which corresponds

to t^O. For this region x3^t, and the equation (54) implies the existence

of a positive constant Mq such that \G(x2, x3) | g*3«M8, where q is any posi-

tive integer. Hence \G(x2, x3) \ —^TqMq. In the same way we can show that

for that part of the quadrant which corresponds to t g 0 there exists a posi-

tive constant Mp corresponding to any arbitrary positive integer p such that

\G(x2, x3) I ̂ t"Mp. If we define MPt as the greater of Mp and Mq we see

that for t positive or negative

(57) \G(x2,x3)\ < rrM„

for an arbitrary positive integer r, the M„ being a positive constant depend-

ing on the r. Hence the relationship (54) implies the relationship (55).

Now consider the converse situation. The equation (55) implies the exis-

tence of a positive constant M„ and a relationship of the form (57) for an

arbitrary positive integer r. On using the inequalities (56) we obtain the

inequalities

\G\ t*    t«
——— g-MrTTr~p~q g  Mrrrr-p-q-pnMt+qnNt^

X? X3" X?    *3«

If we choose r so large that r—p—q—pnM2+qnN3>0, the quantity after

the last inequality sign is finite and hence we have the result that the rela-

tionship (55) implies the relationship (54).

We are now in a position to discuss the behavior of f(x2, x3) and of its

partial derivatives as x2—»0 or as *3—»0. From the first equation of (40) and

from (39) and (42) we have that

/= exPr  f (mt + SJdtlf exp   -   f (mt + St)dt\o(rr)dt,

whence
| /| g t~"mi | 0(rr) | « I log t | g | 0(rr-"M»-1) |

for r an arbitrary positive integer. Hence f(x2, x3) =0(x2px3q) for arbitrary

positive integers p,q.
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In order to discuss the behavior of df/dx2 as *2-+0 or as *3—>0 we shall

make use of the fact that

(58)
df        df    dt df    dr

3*2        dt   0*2       dr   0*2

Since f(x2, x3) = 0(x2vx3") for arbitrary p, q as has just been proved, the first

equation of (40) shows that df/dt has the same property. Now consider the

equations (45) once again. From them .we have proved that dx2/dr behaves

like £ of (46) for r small enough and hence for x2 or x3 small enough. Hence

dx2/dr, as *2—>0 or as *3—>0, is at most infinite like r~nMl. Similarly we have

dx3/dr = 0(rnNl). Now we are in a position to examine the behavior of dr/dx2

and of dt/dx2.   To do this let us consider the identities

(59)

and

(60)

Since the determinant

dr   dx2       dr   3*»

0*2   ôt       dx3   dr

dr   0*2       or   dx3
0-+-,

0*2   dt       dx3   dt

dt   dx2       dt    dx%
1=-+-,

0*2      dt 0*8     OÍ

dt   0*2        dt    dx3
0=-+-

0*2   dr       dx3   dr

dx2/dr

dx2/dt

dx3/dr

dx3/dt

is zero only when *2 = *3 = 0 and then vanishes like r, we see that dt/dx2 and

dr/dx2 are at most infinite like a finite power of t-1 as *2—»0 or as x3—*0. Let

this power be m so that we have that dt/dx2 and dr/dx2 are O^-"1) where

m is some finite positive number.

Now return to the first differential equation of (45) and note that in

addition to the facts used in the discussion there made TX2 and Ti3 are

0(x2px3q) for arbitrary positive integers p, q. On integrating this equation

and using the inequalities just established we obtain the result that

exp    I   (wí4 + ü>rii)<ft        exp   —I    (m4-T-aiTxx)dt

Vdx2 dx3 . .     . ,
•   -o>r12 +-«r„ \dt  = t-«*> | 0(r") | n I log t I =   0(r')

L ôt dr J     |

for an arbitrary positive integer r.
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Out of this discussion and the equation (58) follows immediately the fact

that 3//3*2 = 0(t,)=0(*2j'*34) where r, p and q are arbitrary positive inte-

gers. It is evident by induction, using the equations (40), (59) and (60),

that corresponding statements are true for all the partial derivatives of

/(*2, *3) with respect to *2 and *3 and hence that all these partial derivatives

are zero for *2 = 0 or for *3 = 0.

Although the function f(x2, x3) which we have just been discussing has

been defined only for the quadrant of R for which x2 and *3 are positive, it

is readily seen that it can be defined in the other quadrants in a similar man-

ner and will have the same properties with respect to these quadrants as

it has with respect to the first one. When these four functions are joined along

the axes they unite to form a function which is of class C°° in a neighborhood

of the origin, is analytic for x2¿¿0, x3¿¿0, and is zero together with all its

partial derivatives when *2 = 0or when *3=0. This completes the proof of

Lemma 3.

V. First non-analytic normalization

Thus we have found two invariant surfaces other than *3=0. For pur-

poses of notation let the equations of these invariant surfaces be

*1 =   *2**3*/l(*2,*3)    =F(X2,X3),

(61)
*2 = *i2*32si(*i)*3) =G(*i,*3).

Reviewing the properties of F and G, we know that the function F(x2, x3)

is of class C°° in a neighborhood |*2 |, |*3| <rf, r¡> Oof *2=*3 = 0 and is analytic

at any point (*2, r3) of this neighborhood for which *25¿0, *3^0; the function

G(xi, x3) is of class C°° in a certain neighborhood, |*i|, |*s|<fi, r„>0, of

*i=*3 = 0 and is analytic at a point (*i, x3) of this neighborhood for which

*i ̂ 0, x3?¿0. Let r0 be the smaller of r¡ and r„.

The aim of this section is to use these invariant surfaces in a transfor-

mation which will transform the differential equations (30) into ones of the

same form in which the Qi=Q2 = 0. Now the invariant surfaces (61) fail to

be analytic along the axes and we wish to set up the equations of a transforma-

tion which will carry these surfaces into coordinate planes, and will be ana-

lytic except possibly for those points which lie on these surfaces. To this

end let us examine the transformation

*i = yi + F[*2 -G(yi,y3),y3],

(62) *2 = yi +G[xi — F(y2,y3),ys],

*3 = ys,

and confine our attention in the *¿ space to a region Rx about the origin for
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which I*,-1 <r0, and in the y¿ space to a region Ry about the origin for which

|y,-1 <r0.   Furthermore, let Rx and Rv be so chosen that the transformation

(62) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the points of Rx and

those of Rv, which clearly can be done so that the origin (*i, *2, *3) = (0, 0, 0)

is interior to Rx and the origin (yh y2, y3) = (0, 0, 0), which happens to

correspond to the origin in the *< space, is interior to Rv. From the proper-

ties of F(x2, x3) and of G(*i, *3) it follows that when yi=0, Xi = F(x2, x3), and

when y2=0, *2 = G(*i, *3). Moreover, this transformation (62) is of class C°°

and can fail to be analytic only when yx = 0, y2 = 0, or y3 = 0.

On solving the equations (62) for *¿ we obtain

(63) xi= fi(yi,y2,y3),  x2 = f2(yi,y2,ys),  x3 = y3,

where the functions /,• are of class C°° in Ry and are analytic at any point

of Ry for which yi^O, y2^0, y^O. Furthermore, in any one of the surfaces

yi = 0, y2 = 0, or y3 = 0, the functions /,• are of class C°° in the variables of the

surface, analytic at any point which does not lie on either of the axes in the

surface, and are analytic along either axis in the variable of the axis in a

neighborhood of the origin. This statement is obvious for y3 = 0. For yi = 0,

*i=P(y2, y3) and *2=y2. On account of the properties of the F(x2, *3) the

statement is seen to be true when yi = 0. In a similar manner it can be shown

to be true when y2 = 0.

Since the /< are of class C°° in the Rv we may formally expand these

functions as power series in y3 or as power series in yi and y2 together. Let

these expansions be written as

*t~aio(:yi,:y2) + ocn(yi,y2)y3 + • ■ ■

(64)
= ai00(:y3) + a¿io(3'3)yi + a¡oi(y3)y2 + • • • ,

¿ = 1,2. We shall now prove

Lemma 4. The a,-,(yi, y2) of (64) are analytic in yh y2 for \yi\, \y2| <r0,

and theotijk(y3) are analytic in y3for \y3 | <r0.

Since F(x2, x3) and G(*i, *3) each contains *32 as a factor, it is seen that

a¿o=y<, * = 1> 2. We shall denote the partial derivative of F with respect

to its first argument by Pi, and with respect to its second by F2. Furtherr

more, when the arguments of F are y2, y3 we shall write it merely as F,

but when the arguments are *2—G(yi, y3), y3 we shall write it as F*. Corre-

sponding notations will be adopted for G and its partial derivatives.

Now differentiate the first two equations of (62) partially with respect

to y3. Hence
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(3*2          \       3*2                        /3*i \
-G2),    -=Gi*+Gx*(-F2),
dy3          /      dy3                      \dy3 /

whence

(65)

—(1 - FX*GX*) = F2* + FfGf - FX*GX*F2 - FX*G2,
dy3

—(1 - FfGf) = G2* + GX*F2* - GX*FX*G2 - GX*F2.
dy3

Now for y3 = 0, FXGX and the right hand sides of the equations (65) are zero

since F and G both contain *32 as a factor. Hence dxx/dy3 and dx2/dy3 are

both zero for y3 = 0.

Now recall the fact that F, as well as all its partial derivatives, is analytic

in *2 for |*21 <r0, *3=0, and that G and its partial derivatives have corre-

sponding properties. Hence any partial derivative of any order of F* or G*

with respect to the arguments x2—G, y3, and xx—F, y3, respectively, is

analytic in y2 and yx, respectively, for \y(1 <r0, y3 = 0, since yi=*i and y2=*2

fory3 = 0. The wth order partial derivatives of F* and 67<*with respect to

y3 are polynomials in the partial derivatives of *i and *2 with respect to y3

up to and including those of the nth order. The coefficients in these poly-

nomials are polynomials in F*, G*, and their partial derivatives with respect

to their respective arguments. Hence, from the equations (65) we may

determine seriatim all the partial derivatives of xx and x2 with respect to

y3 at y3 = 0 as functions of yx, y2 which are analytic for |yi |, \y2 | <r0-

Now differentiate the first two equations of (62) partially with respect

to yx and y2. We obtain on simplification

3*i r , 3*2 3*i
-[1 - FfGf] = 1 - FfGx, - = Gx*-,
3yi dyx 3vi

(66)
3*2 r t dxx 3*2
-[1 - FfGf] = 1 - Gi*Fi, - = Ff— ■
dy2 dy2 dy2

Now when yi=y2 = 0, *i=*2 = 0. Hence, by using an argument similar

to that used in connection with the partial derivatives with respect to y3,

it is seen that from (66) we may determine seriatim all the partial derivatives

of *i and of *2 with respect to yi and y2 at yi=y¡¡ = 0 as functions of y3 which

are analytic for 1^31 <^"o. This completes the proof of the lemma.

From the equations (65) and (66) we can now prove that all the partial

derivatives of *i and x2, when yi, y2, or y3 is zero, are of class C°° in the re-

maining variables and are analytic in these variables provided neither is

zero. We shall prove this only for the dxi/dy3 for yi = 0 because an induction
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proof can be made for all the other derivatives except those of the first order

and a proof can be given for them along the lines of that to follow. As we

have already seen, if yi = 0, then *2=y2, *3=y3, and *i = F(y2, y3). Hence the

coefficient of dxi/dy3 in the first equation of (65) is 1 for yi = 0, and it is

readily verified that the right hand member of this equation is of class C"°

in y2 and y3, and is analytic in these variables for y2^0, y39^0.

Now let us perform the transformation of variables defined by the equa-

tions (62) or the equations (63). The differential equations (30) will be

transformed into differential equations of the same form in y< since under the

transformation (62) the *i=*2 = 0 axis and the *3 = 0 plane are invariant.

From the definition of yi = 0 it follows that when an integral curve has at

any point yi = 0, it has yi = 0 for all its points in the neighborhood of the origin

under consideration. A similar statement is true concerning y2. Hence the

right hand members of the first two equations in our new system have yi

and y2, respectively, as factors. Thus the new equations have the form

dyi
— = yi(mi + y»Ui),
at

dy2
(67) —- = y2(m2 + y3U2),

at

dy3
—— = yi(m3 + yiU3 + y2Ui),
dt

in which the Z7» are functions of the y, which are of class C°° in a neighbor-

hood of the origin and are analytic at any point of this neighborhood for

which yj?£0,j = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, the í/¿ and all their partial derivatives

have the property that in any one of the coordinate planes y, = 0, j = 1, 2, 3,

they are of class C°° in a neighborhood of the origin, analytic at any point

of this neighborhood which does not lie on the coordinate axes of this plane,

and analytic along any one of these coordinate axes in the variable of the

axis in a neighborhood of the origin. All these statements follow at once from

the properties of the transformation (63), because on differentiating the

equations of (63) we obtain

dxi      dfi dyi      dfi dy2      Ô/, dy3
-=-1-— H-— = xi(mi + x3Pi) + x22x32Qi,
dt       dyi   dt       dy2   dt       dy3   dt

dx2      df2 dyi      df2 dy2      df2 dys
(68)   -=-1-1-—■ = x2(m2 + x3P2) + *is *32Ö2,

dt       dyi   dt       dy2   dt       dy3   dt

d*3   =   d± dn  +  è± d»  + 9*0»   m  xt(m + xipi +  ^
dt       dyi   dt       dy2   dt       dy3   dt
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Now replace the *< in these equations by the functions of y¡ as given in (63).

Since all the functions of y¡ which now appear in these equations (68) as

well as all their partial derivatives have the same properties of continuity

and of analyticity that the/< themselves have, we see at once that our state-

ment concerning the J7,- and their partial derivatives is true.

VI. Second non-analytic normalization

The aim of this section is to reduce the system of differential equations

(67) to an equivalent system of the same form for which the formal series

for the fa- will consist in the linear terms only. To this end we shall first

prove

Lemma 5. Consider the formal series

Omnp

ii ~ *i + • • • 4-——; xrxfx? + • • ■
m\n\p\

(69) = *i + ai(*i,*2)*s + • • • + ap(xi,x2)xf + • • ■

= *!+••• + amn(*3)*r*2n + ■ • •

in which the only linear term is xx, every other term contains xxx3 or x2x3 as a

factor, ap are analytic in xx, x2 for \xx \, \x2 \ <r, r>0, and amn ore analytic

in x3for \x31 <r. Into the series (69) substitute the formal series

(70) Xi ~ y i + ßn(yi,y2)x3 + ■ • • + ßiP(yi,y2)x^ + • • •

= yi +-h ßimn(x3)yxmy2n 4-,  * - 1,2,

in which the only linear term in the ith series is y<, every other term contains

yxx3 or y2x3 as a factor, the ßip are analytic in yx, y2 for \yx \, \y2 \ <r and

ßimn are analytic in x3for \x3 \ <r, and arrange the resulting series as

(71) 4"^yo(yi,yi) + • • • + yP(yi,yi)x%v + • • •

= Too(*3) + • • • + 7mn(x3)yxmy2n + • • • .

Then y{ are analytic in yx, y2 for \yx\, \y2\ <r and ymn are analytic in x3

for \x31 <r.

The truth of this lemma is almost obvious. From the properties of the

series (69) and (70) it follows at once that 70=yi and that 700=0. It readily

follows that yx=ßxx(yx, y2) +ctx(yx, y2) which is obviously analytic for \yx\,

\y21 <r. Seriatim, we may prove that all the yp are analytic for |yi |, |y21 <r,

and in a similar manner we may prove that all the ymn are analytic for

|*31 <r.
Now consider the effect of the transformation (62) on the formal series
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¡pi. From Lemmas 4 and 5 it follows that the series </>,• when expanded in

powers of y,- have the property that when they are arranged as power series

in y3 the coefficients are analytic in yx and y2 for |yi|, \y2\ <r0, and when

arranged as power series in yi and y2 the coefficients are analytic in y3 for

|y31 <r0. But these series in y,- obtained by substituting the series of (64)

for the *,• in the series for the (pi are the same as the formal series solutions

of the partial differential equations

d<p{ d(pi
-Vi(wi + y3Ui) -\-y2(m2 + y3U2)
3vi oy2

(72) L
H-ys(^3 + yiU3 + y2U4) = mapi

dy3

since the equations (72) are the transforms of the equations (31) under the

transformation (62). From the form of the equations (72) it follows that the

formal series for (pi has y,- as a factor for ¿ = 1, 2, 3, respectively.   Hence

we may write

(73) <Pi~yi(l+-+-^-yn2ny?+--)      (¿ = 1,2,3),
\ mlnlpl /

in which the series within the brackets have the same properties relative to

the convergence of sets of terms as the series for the (pi themselves have.

Furthermore, the series for (¡>i and #2 reduce to yi and y2, respectively, when

y3 = 0, and the series for (p3 reduces to y3 whenyi=y2 = 0. This follows im-

mediately from the form of the partial differential equations (72).

Now "fit" the series within the parentheses appearing in the equations

(73) by means of three functions P<(yi, y2, y3) in the manner described in

Lemma 2, leaving the constant terms as they are. Hence we have the trans-

formation

(74) Zi = yi(l+Fi(yi,y2,y3)) (¿=1,2,3),

defined in which the F< have the properties relative to the (pi which are pecul-

iar to their mode of definition.

We wish now to determine the type of the system of differential equations

which the z< satisfy when the y¡ in the equations (74) are replaced by an arbi-

trary solution y,(i) of the differential equations (67). On account of the pro-

perties of the power series (pi which were mentioned in a preceding para-

graph, we see that the transformation (74) has the property that if yi=y2=0,

then Zi=z2=0 and z3 = y3, and if y3 = 0, then z3 = 0, Zi=yi and z2 = y2- Hence

the form of the differential equations which the z( satisfy is the same as the

form Jof the differential equations which the y< satisfy, since also y< = 0

implies that z,- = 0 for ¿ = 1, 2, 3.
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On remembering that

dzi        dzi dzi dzi
— = 7—yi(mx + y3Ux) + —-y2(m2 + y3U2) H-ys(m3 + yxU3 + y2Ui),
dt        dyi ây2 ây3

and on recalling the definition of the z,- we see that

dzi
—-miZi = Ri (¿=1,2,3),
dt

where the Ri are functions of the y¡ which have the same properties as have

the F i in a neighborhood of the origin and are zero together with all their

partial derivatives for yt=y2 = 0 or for y3 = 0. From these properties of the

Ri and those of the transformation (74) it follows that the functions Rt and

all their partial derivatives with respect to the z¡ are zero when zi = z¡¡ = 0 or

when z3 = 0.

From this argument follows

Lemma 6. Under the transformation (74) the system of differential equations

(67) is equivalent to a system of the type

dzi
—— = Zi(wii + z3Tx),
dt

dz2
(75) —- = z2(m2 + z3T2),

dt

dz3
—— = z3(m3 + zxT3 + z2Ti),
at

where Tt are functions of z¡, are of Class C° in a neighborhood of zx = z2 = z3 = 0,

are analytic for Zi^O, z2?¿0, z3¿¿0, are analytic together with all their partial

derivatives in z¿, Zjfor z* = 0, i^j, i^k,j^k, and are zero together with all their

partial derivatives when zx = z2 = 0 or when z3 = 0.

It may be noted here and will be found of use in a later section that the

properties of the 7\ imply that each is 0[(zi2+z22)pz35] for any positive

integers p, q.

VII. Final reduction

In this section we shall make the final reduction, i.e., we shall find a trans-

formation which will reduce the equations (75) to the form (8). The finding

of such a transformation will be effected when a certain set of three functions

is determined. Since all three of these functions can be determined in exactly

the same way, we shall limit ourselves to the determination of the first.
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In fact we shall prove the following lemma by showing only how to obtain

the first of the functions g<:

Lemma 7. There exists a transformation of the type

z? = Zigi(zi,z2,z3) (i = 1,2,3),

•where the functions gi(zi, &, z3) are of class C in a neighborhood of the origin

and are analytic for Zi^O, z2^0, z3¿¿0, under whkh the differential equations

(75) are equivalent to the differential equations

dz*
-—-m#? (¿=1,2,3).
dt

Furthermore, under this transformation the plane z< = 0 corresponds to the plane

z<* = 0/or¿ = l, 2, 3.

The discussion will be relative to a closed region S of the z< space which

contains the origin as an interior point and in which zi +z$ < \,z$ < l,mi+z3Ti

and m2+z3T2 are greater than zero and w3+Zir3+z2r4 is less than zero. It

will be further assumed that 5 is composed only of points which lie on integral

curves of the differential equations of the system (75) which intersect the cone

(76) zi2 + Z22 - Z32 =0.

It is readily seen that this hypothesis concerning 5 is compatible with the

others, since, according to the others, the slopes dzi/dz3 and dz2/dz3 of any

integral curve in 5 are zero or infinite only for those integral curves lying

in the z3 = 0 plane or in the Zi = z2 = 0 axis. This implies that the integral

curves of the differential equations (75) passing through an arbitrary point

in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin will intersect the cone (76)

in S. On account of the signs of the left hand members of the equations

(75) in S, it is seen that every integral curve in 5 with the exception of those

lying in the z3 = 0 plane or in the Zi = z2 = 0 axis intersects the cone in only one

point. It will be found convenient to define S0 as S with the plane z3 = 0 and

the axis Zi = z2 = 0 removed.

If we write the equations of the cone (76) in the parametric form

(77) 81  =   Tl,       Z2  =  Tí,       Z3=   ±   (Ti2   + T22)1'2,

and choose these equations as the equations giving the initial values of the

z< when t = 0, we see that the points in So are placed in a one-to-one corre-

spondence with the points in the corresponding n, r2, t space by means of

the equations of the integral curves of the differential equations (75),

(78) Zi = Zi(Ti,r2,t) (i= 1,2,3),
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where the functions z4 are of class C°° in their arguments for (zx, z2, z3) in S0,

and are analytic if rx¿¿0, tü^O.

Let us introduce the following notation relative to the region S:

Mi = max (mi + z3Tx), M2 = max (m2 + z3T2), M3 = max (m3 + ZiT3 + z2Tt),

(79)
Ni ■» min (f»i + zsTi), N2 = min (m2 + z3T2), N3 = min (m3 + ziT^ + z2Ti).

Let Mo be the larger of Mi and M2, and let N0 be the smaller of A7i and Ni.

For this region we wish to find how the t of any point of S0 varies with

the tí +r2 of this point.  From the first two equations of (75) it follows that

d(zf + z22 )      2Zl2 (m + ZzTi) + 2z22 (m2 + z3T2)
-=-—-dt.

Zf + Z22 Zf  + Z2S

Hence

log (zf + zt«) - log (n2 + T22) =    f
J 0

'  2zii(m1 + z3Ti) + 2z22(w3 + z3r2)
-a/.

Zl2  + Z22

Since Zi* +Zü2 is less'than 1 in S, log(zi2 +Zü2) is negative. Consider that portion

of So which corresponds to i=0. For this portion Zi2+z22 is greater than

ti*+t22. Hence /= - [log(Ti2+T22)] [l/(22V0)] since #0 is less than the in-

tegrand of the integral in the above equation.

By means of a similar argument with respect to the third equation of

(75) for i = 0 we can show that tt - [log(ri2+T22)] [l/(2N3)]. If we let N

be the smaller of 2N0 and \2N3 \ we see that

(80) \t\ = - [log(ri2+T22)][l/2v-],

where (rx, r2, t) corresponds to the point (zi, z2, z3) in So-

Now the first equation of (75) is transformed into one of the same form

by any transformation of the type

(81) Zi* = Zigi(zi,Z2,Z3),       zf = z2,       zf = z3,

where gi(0, 0, 0) is 1. This follows from the fact that this transformation

leaves the Zi = 0 plane invariant. Thus we wish to determine the func-

tion gi(zi, Z2, z3) so that the corresponding zf will satisfy the equation

(Í2) dzf/dt = mizi*,

when the z,- in the equations (81) are replaced by an arbitrary solution z<(f)

of (75).
On differentiating the first equation of (81) with respect to t and using

the fact that we wish zf to satisfy the equation (82), we obtain
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dz*      dzi dgi

whence

d log gi
—;— = - ZsTi.

dt

If we set/i=log gi, it is evident that, if we can find a function /i=/i(zi, Z2, z3)

of class C™ such that

dfi
(83) — = - zsri

at

along every integral curve of (75) and such that/i(0, 0, 0) is zero, we have

solved our problem because in the same way in which we found/1 we can find

functions f2 and f3 corresponding to z2 and z3, respectively, in the same way

that/i corresponds to Zi.

Now determine the solution

(84) /1 = Ai(t,,t2,<)

of the differential equation (83) which corresponds to the solution (78) of

(75) and which has the initial value /i = 0 for t = 0. On account of the fact

that the right hand members of the differential equations (75) and (83) are

of class C°° in their arguments and are analytic if z.-^O, ¿ = 1, 2, 3, the func-

tion hi of (84) is evidently of class C°° in its arguments for n2 +t2* ^0 and

analytic for Ti^O, r2?i0. Since by means of the equations (78) we can

express n, t2 and t as single-valued functions of zt of class C°° for (zi, z2, z3)

in So which will be analytic if z.-^O, i = 1, 2, 3, we see that we may write the

equation (84) as/i=/i(zi, z2, z3) where the function/^Zi, z2, z3) will be defined

only for (zi, z2, z3) in So, and will be of class C°° in its arguments for this region,

analytic if z<=^0, ¿ = 1, 2, 3. We need now only to investigate how this func-

tion behaves as z3—»0 or as (zi, z2)—>(0, 0). We shall prove that it and all its

partial derivatives have limits zero as z3—>0 or as (zi, z2)—>(0,0) and hence can

be so defined that they are of class C" for (zi, z2, z3) in a certain neighborhood

of (0, 0, 0).
Let us first observe that, on account of the similarity of the situation here

to that in Section IV, it can be readily shown that proving a function

/(zi, Z2, z3) to be 0[(zi+zi)pz32q] is equivalent to proving it 0[(ri2+T22)r]

where p, q and r are arbitrary positive integers.

Now we are in a position to discuss the behavior of /i(zi, z2, z3). It follows

from the equation (83) and from the inequality (80) that
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| /il - I   f 0[(zi2 + zi)>zp]dt  = | 0[(n2 + T22)'] | • | log (n2 + r22) | - 1/JV
I   w 0

for an arbitrary positive integer r, since 7,i = 0[(zi2+z22)pz32«] for arbitrary

positive integers p, q. Hence /i(zi, z2, z3)=0[(zx2 +z22)pz32«] for arbitrary

positive integers p, q.

By the method used in Section IV for the function f(x2, x3) it can be

shown that every partial derivative of /i(zi, z2, z3) is also 0[(zx2 +zi)"z32q]

for arbitrary positive integers p, q, since all the partial derivatives dzx/drx,

drx/dzx, dzx/dt, etc., are at most infinite like a finite power of (ti2+t22)-1.

Hence the function /i(zi, z2, z3) is of class C°° in a neighborhood of the origin

and therefore, on account of its definition, the function gx(zx, z2, z3) of (81) has

the same property. Since the analytic properties of the/i also imply that the

gi has corresponding analytic properties, and since the other functions g2

and g3 can be determined in the same way in which the gx has been determined

and will have corresponding properties of continuity and of analyticity, we

see that the proof of Lemma 7 is complete.

We may summarize the discussion of this and the preceding sections in

the concluding

Theorem 2.  There exists a transformation of the type

(85) Xi = Xi(zf,zf,zf) (i = 1,2,3),

where the functions Xi(zf, zf, zf) are of class C°° in \some neighborhood

(zf, zf, zf) = (0,0,0) and are analytic for zf^O, zf^O, zf^O, under which the

differential equations (7) are equivalent to the differential equations

dzf
— -tn*? (i =1,2,3),

in a certain neighborhood of the origin, which point remains invariant under the

transformation. Furthermore, when, the equations (85) are solved for the zf as

functions of the *,- and are expanded as formal power series in the x¡, if the

equations (7) have the form (12) the formal power series for zf will formally

satisfy the partial differential equation (13), and the formal power series for

zf and zf will formally satisfy the analogues of (13) in fa and fa.

Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.


